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Motivation
• Aim: (extensive) database for intra-strand/tape resistances of multi-filamentary NbTi,
Nb3Sn, MgB2, BSSCO and ReBCO superconductors
• To quantify the impact of locally varying strain conditions, filament fracture and current
(re-)distribution process between matrix and superconducting filaments occurring at
current injection points in relation to strand internal architecture
• Modeling transport properties of strain sensitive Nb3Sn strand under load and scaling to
full size CICCs subjected to large EM forces

High strain (low Ic) due to bending
 Current transfer among filaments
(cracks & strain variations)

Current transfer length
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Intra Strand Resistance characteristics
Superconducting
wires/tapes: NbTi, Nb3Sn,
MgB2, Bi2212, Bi2223 and
ReBCO
Number of filaments: from
1 – 14,040
Diameter of filaments:
from 2.6 - 160 μm
Matrix: Cu, bronze, Ag, Nb
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Experimental setup: intra-strand resistance

• Direct measurement of inter-filament resistance and overall potential distribution
across the transverse cross-section of thin strand ‘slices’ (double polishing).
• 4 micro-needles are positioned anywhere in the cross section, serving as
voltage taps and current leads for 4-point V-I measurements.
C Zhou, Y Miyoshi, E P A van Lanen, M Dhalle and A Nijhuis, Supercond. Sci. Technol. 25 015013 (2012)

Experimental setup: current transfer length

• Current transfer length is determined by the matrix-to-filament resistance, matrix
resistance, and geometry of cross-section.
• Copper potential tips (diameter of 50 µm) on the sample by spot-welding to monitor
the potential distribution along the sample length.
• The current is injected and distributed equally at the outer shell.

Model: intra-wire resistance
Filament-to-matrix contact resistivity

Model Output

matrix resistivity
(RRR,EDX for bronze)

transverse
resistance

cross-sectional
layout (Microscopy)
Independent
experiments

Unknown parameter
to be solved

COMSOL Model

Matching with experiment

Filament-to-matrix contact resistivity
Overview of the filament-to-matrix contact
resistivity R (m2 ):
NbTi:

~ 5×10-15

Nb3Sn: 1×10-15 ~10-14
MgB2 : ~ 1-6×10-12
BSCCO: ~ 3×10-14 - 2×10-13
ReBCO: ~ 1×10-14
Surprisingly 2 to 3 orders higher than commonly
measured (indirect method) for example in NbTi
or Nb3Sn wires.
• Inter-metallic layers
• Porosity
C Zhou et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 27 (2014) 075002

Results: current transfer length

•Experimental results for Nb3Sn bronze wire with thousands of filaments and high
resistive matrix in the filamentary zone
•Note the ‘‘classical’’ current transfer model predicts the current in the matrix to
decay exponentially with the distance to the current lead.
•Instead, a distinct upward curvature is noticeable.

Results: current transfer length

•Dependences of magnetic field and transport current vs. distance away from current
joint
•Layer by layer penetration
•Magneto-resistivity

Model: current transfer length
•A three-layer analytical
model is proposed.
•A saturated filamentary
ring with increasing
thickness along with the
injected current is
introduced.
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•The effective current
transfer length scale eff
adds the influence of the
high resistive matrix
layer into the 1D
‘classical’ model.

3D Strand Model: current transfer length
 Strand modelled by a 3D resistive network of
matrix elements and filaments.
 Filament-to-matrix contact resistance Rfm
(Ωm2)
 Transverse coupling resistance between
matrix elements.
 Filament resistance is given by power law
with Ic and n-value
• Input resistive parameters are the measured
intra-strand resistances
• Superconducting filament parameters: Ic and
n-value
• Boundary condition: the injected current is
distributed to the matrix (Cu) in the outer ring.

197 183 168 182 196
184 161 149 137 136 148 160 181
198 162 126 119 107 96 106 118 125 159 195
185 150 120 90 83 71 70 82 89 117 147 180
169 138 108 84 60 53 42 52 59 81 105 135 167
186 139 97 72 54 36 29 28 35 51 69 95 134 179
199 151 109 73 43 30 18 12 17 27 41 68 104 146 194
163 121 85 55 31 13 6 5 11 26 50 80 116 158
187 127 91 61 37 19 7 1 4 16 34 58 88 124 178
152 110 74 44 20 8 2 3 10 25 49 79 115 157
188 140 98 62 38 21 14

Y Miyoshi, C Zhou, E P A van Lanen, M Dhalle and A Nijhuis,
‘Modelling of current distribution in Nb3Sn multifilamentary strands
subjected to bending’, Supercond. Sci. Technol. 25 (2012) 054003

9 15 24 40 67 103 145 193

170 128 92 63 45 32 22 23 33 48 66 94 133 177
164 129 99 75 56 46 39 47 57 78 102 132 166
171 141 111 86 76 64 65 77 87 114 144 176
189 153 122 112 100 93 101 113 123 156 192
172 154 142 130 131 143 155 175
190 173 165 174 191
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Results: current transfer length

•A good agreement between strand model prediction and experimental data validates
the measured and extracted intra-strand resistance from direct measurements.
•The deviations in the analytical model predictions: increasing with distance, highlikely caused by the difference for the wire shape (a multi-layered block vs circle).

Summary
• For the first time a systematic study of the intra-wire/tape resistance (direct
method) with a wide range of superconductors has been performed.
• The values of filament-to-matrix contact resistivity are mostly in the range of
1×10-15 ~10-14 m2, but for MgB2 wire 2 or 3 orders higher is found.
• The extracted parameters give a better insight in the current flow patterns, and
allow a quantitative description of the current redistribution process inside
strands.

• Extensive database available for further exploration of correlations between
strand performance (coupling losses, current transfer length, ...) and strand
architecture (materials and layout, crack pattern,…)

